
SLEEP REGRESSION
CHEAT SHEET

FOUR MONTH REGRESSION
Newborn babies only have 2 stages of sleep; stage 3

and REM, and they spend about half their sleep in each

stage. But at around the third or fourth month, there is

a reorganization of sleep, as they embrace the 4-stage

method of sleep that they’ll continue to follow for the

rest of their lives. When this change happens, babies

tend to struggle with falling back to sleep unless the

conditions that were present at bedtime are also

present during every waking. 

PHYSICAL MILESTONES
Was your little angel sleeping well until they started

rolling, sitting up, crawling, or walking? Physical

milestones are big because they are very important

skills that your baby is very eager to master.

Unfortunately, they usually want to practice at the

most inopportune time, during sleep! Give them ample

practice time during their wake periods and then leave

any wakings to be quite business like, a quick check or

cuddle and then out of the room.

MONTHLY REGRESSIONS
How often do you hear about monthly regressions? At

6, 8, 10, 12, etc, etc, etc? VERY!

The truth is that your child will experience issues with

sleep FOREVER. Every single time they meet a

milestone either physically or mentally, their sleep will

be compromised. That is, unless, they know how to put

themselves back to sleep. These monthly "regressions"

are actually progressions. Your child is developing and

growing, exactly as they are supposed to.

 

MENTAL MILESTONES
Similarly to physical milestones, mental milestones will

also have an impact on sleep. Are your kids

experiencing a rapidly expanding vocabulary? Are they

learning a new concept (object permanence, etc)?

These mental hurdles they're jumping will definitely

impact sleep. Work on words with flashcards, read lots

of books, mental exercises will help work out the brain

so that when it's time for sleep, they may struggle a

little bit less with wake-ups. 

TEETHING OR ILLNESS
One of the most common complaints I hear is that a

baby was sleeping great, "until they started teething" or

"got a bad cold". 

Your child is going to be in some sort of teething stage

until after they turn 2. TWO! That's two REALLY long

years to go without good sleep. If you change up your

methods or approaches every single time your child is

teething or ill you will go crazy! 

Some pain meds, a wet washcloth frozen for a few

minutes, or some soothing essential oils in a diffuser

and ride out that storm!

ETC

Need some help navigating a "regression" in your child's sleep? 

Go to www.littlestarsleepsolutions.com

http://www.littlestarsleepsolutions.com/

